
Keep any curling irons, flat irons, and hot rollers
away from the bond (about 1.5 inches away).

Gently brush your extensions with a wide-
toothed comb to remove tangles from mid-

shaft to your ends. Daily brushing close to your
scalp and finger separation of the strand will
avoid any matting in this area. For curly hair,
brush once in the morning and once at night.

Put your extensions into a scrunchy while
sleeping or doing any activity that has the wind

blowing against your hair. Don't do ponytails
that are tight or high on top of your head. Do
not put your hair up in a ponytail when wet. 

Take care when you are doing anything in a
damp environment like aerobics, steam baths,
or saunas as these can lessen the extensions'

longevity.

This guide will tell you everything about taking care of

your Strand-by-Strand extensions and keeping them

tangle-free after leaving Clean Beauty Boutique.

Strand-by-Strand
Extensions Home Care 
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*Do not shampoo your hair for two days. Only follow the guide
below once two days has passed. Do not use sulfur products or

water with sulfur.

Washing Hair w/ Strand-
by-Strand Extensions 
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This guide gives you the how of washing your

Strand-by-Strand extensions.

Wash your hair with your head tilted backwards.

When drying, wrap a towel around your hair to dry it; avoid

using the scrubbing action. Focus on drying the bonds to

prevent any bond breakdown. If blow drying, use only on

medium heat and do not blow on the bond area.

Apply Anti-Tap on the bonds after a wet treatment. Mix 1 oz.

of Anti-Tap to 8 oz. water in a spray bottle. If you can't

shampoo immediately when the bonds are wet, spray Anti-

Tap on them and dry. 

Before swimming, wet your hair completely and spray Anti-

Tap on it. After swimming, shampoo, apply Anti-Tap and

blow dry the bonds to prevent any breakdown.


